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A B S T R A C T

Existing wireless coal mine environmental monitoring system has large transmissions of redundancy
data. Monitoring and treatment of multiple environmental parameters are mutually independent, with
low instantaneity and reliability. To solve the above problems, this paper designs the coal mine
environmental monitoring system based on multi-agent, taking advantages of the harmony and
intelligence of the multi-agent technology. This system designs the environmental monitoring agent
from both hardware and software aspects which can cooperate mutually and work harmoniously
between each other. Thus, the quantity of transmission of data can be reduced, which optimizes the
structure of the coal mine environmental monitoring system. Results of simulation experiments prove
that the multi-agent-based coal mine environmental monitoring system can reduce the transmission
delay and packet loss probability of data and enhance the instantaneity and reliability of data
transmission in the system. Therefore, the new system is more applicable and advanced in the field of
coal mine environmental monitoring.

ã 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Coal industry is the pillar energy industry in China. Safety of
coal production relates to not only the personal security of workers
but also the local economy and social stability (Zhang et al., 2014).
Coal mines in China are mostly with complicated geological
conditions and many workers operating underground, which lead
to high accident occurrence rate (Zhu and Zhang, 2012; Li and Liu,
2009) For these reasons, it is really urgent to build scientific and
perfect coal mine environmental monitoring system to effectively
prevent and reduce the occurrence of any kind of accident (Hu
et al., 2013).

Existing wired coal mine safetymonitoring system (Wang et al.,
2011) has many shortcomings such as wiring is hard, communica-
tion cables are easy to damage, fault rate is high and system
maintenance is inconvenient. Whereas, the application of wireless
communication in coal mine environmental monitoring field
(Jiang et al., 2009; Li and Liu, 2007) has made up these
shortcomings of the wired system, with advantages of low power
consumption, low cost, and flexibility of wiring. Even though it has
many merits, the wireless communication system is still deficient

in the instantaneity and reliability because of large quantity of
transmissions of invalid data. The monitoring of each agent in the
multi-agent wireless environmental monitoring system men-
tioned in literature (Gong et al., 2013) is mutually independent,
which occupies large room of the narrow ground pit and increases
the complexity of network structure. Besides, because of the
complicated and harsh conditions in the pit, single sensor may be
invalid or works inaccurately under the effects of temperature,
humidity, and dust. In that case, the system is not able to react to
the real environment and even result in disasters.

Agent refers to a kind of entity or program which can percept
the changes of components or conditions in environment and react
flexibly and spontaneously and can calculate under preset design
objectives. Agent is not only spontaneous and intelligent itself but
also able to communicate between each other (Liu et al., 2000). The
interactivity and coordination of multi-agent technology can be
applied to monitor multi-factors and multi-variables in the same
environment (Gawali and Meshram, 2009).

In this paper, the multi-agent technology is used tomonitor the
environment in the pit and the coal mine environmental
monitoring system based on the multi-agent technology is put
forward. Because, the environmental monitoring agent has simple
ability to handle data and there is coordination mechanism inside
the environmental monitoring agent, quantity of transmission of
data and packet loss probability during the transmission process of
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monitored data can be effectively reduced, which is helpful to
improve the instantaneity and reliability of the system (Tang et al.,
2014).

2. Design of multi-agent-based coal mine environmental
monitoring system

2.1. Design of environmental monitoring system model

Level of designed environmental monitoring system can be
divided into human-machine interface agent, master agent,
management agent and monitoring agent on the basis of depth
study onmulti-agent. Fig. 1 is the system diagrammatic figure. The
coal mine environmental monitoring system based onmulti-agent
matches the existing coal mine environmental monitoring system.
Each agent accomplishes the demand from the environmental
monitoring system through mutual collaboration.

Specific functions of each agent are as follows.
Human-machine interface agent is the interface that user

interacting with coal mine environmental monitoring system to
provide users with the interface for monitoring and management
of environmental monitoring system and to assist the user’s
interaction with the whole environmental monitoring system.
Users release tasks to the multi-agent-based mine environmental
monitoring system through the human-machine interface agent
which receives the user’s requests and send the tasks to master
agent. Finally, the master agent feeds back the result of the
execution to human-machine interface agent which is used to
enter and display various types of information and collect the
command that issued by the operator to the system. According to
operating personnel demand, it performs monitor task according
to the predetermined route, and delivers the task to master agent.
In this platform, the human-machine interface agent should be
able to let users querying coal mine environmental danger
information, print out the danger information sheet, make
statistical analysis and handle the danger information.

Master agent is actually a PC, which is responsible for
monitoring and controlling all agents in the whole coal mine
environmental monitoring area and in the meanwhile establishing
database. Master agent is mainly used for remote environmental
monitoring of the environmental information in the pit (such as

gas, CO, temperature, and pressure) to realize the sharing between
network transmission and network resources. It mainly has two
functions: on the one hand, receive task from the system and on
the other hand analyze the information from each management
agent. The processed results will be fed back to the human-
machine interface agent and to the users finally. Once there is any
danger, danger information will be sent to corresponding
management personnel in time to complete the real time
monitoring of coal mine environment.

Management agent is located between each terminal agent and
monitor master agent, and its role in the whole system is to
organize and coordinate control functions. Besides, it is also the
transmission hub between safety monitoring in the pit and the
monitoring center on the ground. On the one hand, it completes
the formation, operation, andmaintenance of thewireless network
to control the monitoring agent within the region and finish the
information acquisition and processing underground. On the other
hand, it communicates with the host agent by ethernet technology
to pass the processed information to themaster agent.Weather the
coal mine safety monitoring system can achieve real-time coal
mine environmental information acquisition or not depends on the
ability of manage agent. Hence, management agent has played a
decisive role in mine safety monitoring.

After receiving the request from management agent, monitor-
ing agent will perform accordingly and send the collected
information of the coal mine to management agent to complete
the real-time monitoring of gas concentration, CO content,
temperature, humidity, and wind speed, and other environmental
information. Monitoring agents can be divided into gas agent, CO
agent, temperature agent, and wind agent. Their functions are to
real-time monitor the danger information in the mine pit. On the
one hand, monitoring agent acquires, detects, and processes the
hazard information in the coal mine production process in real
time. On the other hand, it conducts preliminary analysis and
forecasts and judge the possible risk during production process
and then report to the management agent.

2.2. The working flow of the system

Fig. 2 shows the flow chart of the system. Operation of the
system can be described in details as follows.

[(Fig._1)TD$FIG]

Fig. 1. Multi-agent coal mine environmental monitoring system model.
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Step 1. Users release request information to the master agent
through the human-machine interface and ask the master agent to
monitor the information in the coal mine environment. The
released information has a certain format, which is easy to search
and browse.

Step 2. Human-machine interface agent understands the
preferences of users, and describes the demands of users in detail,
then transmits the described demand information tomaster agent.

Step 3. Master agent analyzes the needs of user, determines the
tasks of other agent in system and activates the involved agent, and
takes charge of resource allocation of the whole multi-agent
system.

Step 4. After the master agent has decomposed the task, it
queries whether its control management agent has the ability to
break down after the completion of subtasks.

Step 5. When master agent finds that the management agent
cannot complete the user’s task, it will feed back to the user that
this management agent is unable to complete the task.

Step 6. When master agent finds that the management agent
cannot complete the user’s task, it will assign the task to the
appropriate management agent.

Step 7. Start the system.
Step 8. The management agent summons its own monitored

agent.
Step 9. Management agent decomposes its own task and then

assigns the subtask to suitable monitoring agent and then the
monitoring agentwill complete its task through collaboratingwith
its managed agent based on interactivemechanism to complete its
task and realize the resource sharing of information.

Step 10. When a management agent (such as: management
agent 2) fails, the master agent, first of all, makes the correspond-
ing diagnosis according to the fault messages; then turns over the
access control of the management agent to the others or
redistribute the tasks in order to ensure the normal operation of
the whole system. Thus, the reliability of the whole system is
improved by the interaction between agents.

Step 11. After monitoring agent completes the assigned tasks
from management agent, the collected data of mine environment
will be fed back to management agent that is controlled by itself.

Step 12. Management agent fuses and disposes the information
from the management agent it controlled; then sends the accurate
and simplified processed information to the master agent via
industrial ethernet and query for the knowledge in the knowledge
base. When the coal mine environment under its own jurisdiction
region is in danger (such as gas concentration exceeding limits), it
will alarm at once and the hazard information will be fed back to
the master agent which will notify relevant staff to handle the
situation.

Step 13. Master agent fuses and disposes the information from
the management agent it controlled and then feeds back to the
human-machine interface agent after the information being
processed. Meanwhile, the information will be judged as per the
knowledge base. If there are dangerous conditions in the coalmine,
it will alarm at once and notify the relevant staff to handle.

Step 14. The complex coal mine environment information,
which is monitored by the human-machine interface agent, will be
fed back to the user or the related management personnel.

3. The collaboration and communication between agents

In multi-agent system, because of the correlation of structure
and behavior between each agent, the communication and
collaboration between them promote and influence each other.
In order to ensure the system running normally, the collaboration
and communication should be managed. The collaboration
between agents is through communication, so successful cooper-
ation of agent needs the establishment of a communication
mechanism, language communication, and information represen-
tation between them. Fig. 3 shows the communication structure
between agents.

Due to the complexity of the information in the coal mine
environment, the limited intellectuality of a single agent and the
constraints in the pit, monitoring of environmental information in
the pit cannot be realized. In the coal mine monitoring environ-
ment, since the properties of each agent are different, the best
agent should be chosen to complete the monitoring task, for
example, factors with high resource utilization can be considered,
this is the coordination between agents. In complex monitoring
system, the multi-agents theory and technology must be taken as
the basic, and the complex problems must be decomposed and
monitored by using various methods, this is the problem of how to
usemulti-agent. In order to complete the coal mine environmental
monitoring task, all agents should cooperate with each other and
know the function and efficiency of each other well. When
designing the system, all the information agents should be
collected and summarized in the database so that when the actual
situation changes, agent can change the data refer to itself and look
for partners to solve the problem.

[(Fig._2)TD$FIG]

Fig. 2. The working process of coal mine environmental monitoring system based
on multi-agent.

[(Fig._3)TD$FIG]

Fig. 3. Interaction and cooperation model between agents.
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3.1. Collaborative interaction algorithm

The behavior of agent is manifested through collaborative
interaction algorithm, which includes a single agent behavior and
multiple agent cooperation behavior. It adopts transfer function to
achieve the exchange of information between agents, and the
collaborative interaction algorithm in the process of solvingmulti-
agent system problem is shown as below. Set A is the set of all
agents, A = {a1,a2, . . . ,an}, Ai and Aj stand for different subset of A, Ai,
and Aj2A. The specific flow chart of interactive algorithm is shown
as Fig. 4.

3.2. Language of communication

This paper designs amulti-agentmonitoring system for the coal
mine environment, in which, each agent uses FIPA normative
communication language to interact information, and the hierar-
chicalmodel based on communicationmechanismbetween agents
is shown in Fig. 5.

The module is divided into seven layers from the bottom up:
network infrastructure layer, transport layer, a message transfer
protocol, message encapsulation layer, agent communication
language, content, language layer, session layer. Among them,
the network infrastructure layer and transport layer belong to the
category of basic knowledge of network. The introduction of other
levels is as follows:

(A) Message transport protocol

Message transfer protocol layer stipulates that the message
transmission between agent should follow these provisions: the
name of each agent is unique and fixed; each agent is correspond to
one or more transmission description to describe the news related
to transportation, such as the types of transmission, transport
address; a transmission description is associated with a form of
transmission, such as IIOP, SMTP, etc.

� Message envelope

Message encapsulation layer is responsible for encapsulating
the message into its content payload when it is transmitted, and
add it to the message transmission queue. The encoding of
message adopts representation mechanism which is suitable for
transmitting.

� Agent communication language

Communication language layer is to express its views and
attitudes on communication content, and send them to the session
of media or tool.

� Content language

Content language indicates which language is used to express
the message content. In the FIPA standard, the common content
languages are SL, CCL, KIF, RDF, etc.

� Conversation

The conversation layer is used by agent to manage the entire
session, rules, and conversational strategies. Conversation is
composed of one or more messages, and it follows the agent
communication protocol AIP. The communication between agents
is based on verbal behavior theory, whose basic principle is: the
words speaker says not only a fact, but also an action with some
intention done by speaker. Message is a kind of verbal behavior,
which is represented by ACLA encoding, a communication
language used by agent. Messages can be in the form of <i, act
(j, c)>, where i is sponsor of a verbal behavior, namely, it is the
message, and act is name of behavior, which conveys the intention
of the speaker to the audience, and j is the target audience of the
message, and c is the semantic content of the message.
Communicative behavior, which is also known as primitives, is
the core of news. Common primitives are query, inform, request,
refuse, and so on, which are shown in Table 1. The structure of the
message is shown in Fig. 6.

The main parameters of the message structure are listed in
Table 2.

On the basis of building ACL news, the communication between
agents is realized. If there are two agents, one of them provides the
service of request interoperability protocol (FIPA), then another
agent is the initiator of interoperability dialog, their first
communication is viewed as the first request interoperability
protocol request action. In the ACL library specification, this action
is described as request, so the performative parameters of ACL
should be request. The details of the ACL message are shown in

[(Fig._4)TD$FIG]

Fig. 4. Flow chart of interactive algorithm.

[(Fig._5)TD$FIG]

Fig. 5. The communication model between agents following the FIPA specification.
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Table 2. The reference model of agent message transmission is
shown in Fig. 7.

Agent should encode and inform the ACL packet (content)
which it send into payload, and encapsulate envelope through the
MTS (Message Transport Service) and sent it to the destination
agent.

4. The hardware design of agent for environment monitor

The function of environment monitoring agent is to collect and
transmit information, that is, collect the coalmine gas information,
CO information, temperature, and humidity andwind speed and at
the same time, send this information to the management agent for
fusion processing. So, in order to achieve a variety of information
collection and management of underground agent interaction, the

Table 1
Message primitives.

Message sample Primitive type

Is the door open? Query
Open the door(for me) Request
OK! I’ll open the door Agree
The door is open Inform
I am unable to open the door Failure
I will not open the door Refuse
Say when the door becomes open Subscribe
Anyone wants to open the door Cfp(call for proposal)
I can open the door for you at a price Propose
Door? What's that? Don't understand . . . Not-understood

[(Fig._6)TD$FIG]

Fig. 6. The structure of the message.

Table 2
The main parameters of ACL messages.

Parameters The meanings of the parameters

Performative Indicate the ACL news communication action type, it is a requirement for ACL only necessary parameters
Sender Indicates the message tapper. If sending by anonymous, can be ignored
Receiver Indicates the message expected recipients. May not be the only, such as implicit in the content, can be ignored
Reply-to Indicates in the process of this session the next to arrive news will be sent to which agent
Content Make news content, its meaning will be explained by the message recipient
Language Develop content was expressed in terms of what language, if the receiver already know that can be ignored
Encoding Specify the content encoding, such as ignore, are pointed out in the encapsulation ACL message envelope
Ontology Message body, both of us to understand the concept of message content description and language description
Protocol Specify the ACL interoperability protocol used in themessage. This parameter is not empty of ACLmessage is considered to be belong to the same

session, and must follow the following rules:

1. Protocol session initiator must specify a non-empty Conversation - id parameter

2. Using the same protocol in the session, the next message must contain the same value Conversation - id parameter

3. In using the same protocol session, must develop a reply - by parameter to specify a timeout value the next message

Conversation-id Specify the message's session. It must be globally unique

[(Fig._7)TD$FIG]

Fig. 7. The message transmitted reference model.
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monitoring agent must possess the gas sensor, CO sensor, the
temperature and humidity sensors, wind speed sensors and the
wireless networkmodule. Its hardware structure diagram is shown
in Fig. 8.

a Gas sensors

Catalytic combustion gas sensor uses oxidative combustion
characteristic of combustible gas to detect the contents of
combustible gas in the air, and such sensors have a broad
spectrum of response to all combustible gases. When the
concentration of combustible gas in the air is below the lower
limit of explosion concentration, the output signal is linearly
(below 60% LEL linearity is better), and only for flammable gases
react, stability, free from the external environment effects,
especially water vapor, which is suitable for the coal mine where
the working conditions is harsh. Because of its simple structure,
high performance, low cost, it has become the preferred products
choice for large enterprises at home and abroad. The selection of
LXK-3 in the paper developed by China Shipbuilding Industry Corp
the 718th institute is a gas sensor of wide spectrum, which is
suitable for mine gas concentration detection and alarm. Its
schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 9.

� Temperature and humidity sensors

The selection of temperature and humidity sensor is SHT11 of
Senstrion, and the chip has the following advantages:

i.) Downhole temperatures from minus 40 to 120 �C, the informa-
tion can be collected; humidity can be effectively measured
within the range of 0 to percentile 100RH.

� Simple circuit: the two pins of DATA and SCK can complete the
collection and upload of temperature and humidity information.
DATA pin is responsible for sending and receiving the commu-
nication protocol, while SCK pin is for the communication with
the microprocessor. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 10.

� CO sensors

MQ-7 semiconductor type CO sensor is used to collect CO gas
concentration, whose sensitive layer is made from the very stable
in oxide, stability, and CO detection range is 10–1000ppm. Under
normal conditions, its service life can be up to 5 years. High heating
voltage of MQ-7 is (5�0.2) V, while the low heating voltage
heating is (1.5�0.1) V. The density of CO is calculated through
measuring to the voltage of the sensors. MQ-7 is a semiconductor
sensor within �40 to 80 �C environment without compensation.
The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 11 below.

� Wind speed sensors

Industry standard MT448-2008 wind speed sensor used for
mining requires the measurement range of the differential
pressure is 0.4–15m/s, and the basic error is less than �0.2m/s.
In the paper, SDP1108-R type differential pressure chip with cost-
effective and high-precision is chosen, and its schematic diagram is

shown as Fig.12. The samples of electrical signal output fromprobe
are taken by using resistors R1 and R2, the voltage of the electrical
signal as a sampled output.

Fig. 13 is the physical map of environment monitoring agent,
which completes the monitor of gas sensor, CO gas sensor,

[(Fig._8)TD$FIG]

Fig. 8. Structure of monitoring agent.

[(Fig._9)TD$FIG]

Fig. 9. The circuit diagram of LXK-3 sensor signal acquisition.
[(Fig._10)TD$FIG]

Fig. 10. The circuit diagram of SHT11.

[(Fig._11)TD$FIG]

Fig. 11. CO sensor circuit diagram.

[(Fig._12)TD$FIG]

Fig. 12. The differential pressure signal acquisition circuit.
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temperature, and humidity sensor and wind speed gas sensor in
the coal mine, and for the communication circuit of the superior
management agent.

5. The software implementation of environmental monitoring
agent

The software of monitoring agent is mainly to achieve two
functions; one is how to join a wireless network, and the other is
how to collect the data after joining the network. The realizing
process flow diagram of monitoring agent is shown in Fig. 14.

First for the whole system hardware initialization, network
initialization, CC2530 initialization; then the monitoring agent
requires to join the ranks of monitor mission, and once the
management agent agree the monitoring agent to perform tasks,
which means that the monitoring agent joins the network
successfully, and the indicator lights. Then the monitoring agent
will collect the environment information underground coal mine,
and then the collected data are passed to the management agent
through a wireless network while the monitoring agent judge
whether the collected data is normal or not. Give an alarm if it is
abnormal, and notify the relevant personnel management through
the management agent.

The procedure for the monitoring agent joining the monitor
network is given as follows:

6. Results of simulation and analysis

In this paper, JADE simulation platform is used to realize the
distributed interaction between agents during the simulation
process and the data transmission processes of both the newly
presented MAS-based coal mine environmental monitoring
systemmodel and the not-MAS-based wireless monitoring system
model are carried out on the platform. Besides, simulation analysis
and comparison of transmission delay of system data packet and
the packet loss probability are carried out. Results of simulation are
given in Figs. 15 and 16.

50–200 wireless sensor nodes are set within a 10m�100m
rectangular region. The base station is at the center of the
rectangular region and is equivalent to the management agent in
the MAS-based coal mine environmental monitoring system
model.

From Fig.15, we can see that the average delay during the data
transmission in both two systems increases along with the
increase of number of nodes. That is because when the number
of nodes increase, the transmitted data size will increase as well,
which leads to the transmission jam and increase of average delay.
Transmission delay in this newly presented system is shorter than
that in the not-MAS-based system, because the monitoring agent
has the local processing function, which reduces the transmitted
data size and the effects of transmission jam during the data
transmission process.

Packet loss probability means the ratio of quantity of lost data
packets to the total number of transmitted data packets. From

[(Fig._13)TD$FIG]

Fig. 13. Agent physical map.

[(Fig._14)TD$FIG]

Fig. 14. The flow chart of monitoring agent.
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Fig. 16, we can see that the packet loss probability in the new
system is smaller than that in the not-MAS-based system and such
advantage becomes more obvious as the number of nodes
increases. That is because the thought of agent is used in this
paper. Each monitoring agent has the distributed data processing
function and they can cooperate with each other mutually, which
reduces the needed transmission data size so that the data
interference during the data transmission process reduces.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, based on multi-agent system technology, a coal
mine environmental monitor system model based on MAS
technology was built, and a coal mine environmental monitor
system based on multi-agent was also developed and the system
implementation with hardware and software was designed. The
system adopts modular design, which can effectively improve the
real-time performance and reliability of data transmission, so as to
improve the timeliness and accuracy of coal mine environmental
monitoring system. Simulation experiments prove that the coal
mine environmental monitoring system based on multi-agent
technology has stronger application prospect in the field of coal
mine environmental monitoring.
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